telc English A2·B1 – From School to Job

Test Preparation Writing
Exam

Writing Task 3: Vision 1
Writing a creative text

CEFR
CEFR
CREATIVE WRITING
B1:
Can write accounts of experiences, describing
feelings and reactions in simple connected text. Can
write a description of an event, a recent trip - real or
imagined.
A2+: Can write about everyday aspects of his/her
environment e.g. people, places, a job or study
experience in linked sentences. Can write very short,
basic descriptions of events, past activities and personal
experiences.

CEFR
Task 3: Version 1
Watch the video* and write a story that includes these
three points.
• how Magnus is feeling
• the reason for the situation
• What will happen next
Write at least 80 words.
*The video has NO sound

CEFR
Task 3: Version 1
Answer 1
Magnus has to do lots of work today, because some of
his partners at work are ill today. He has to do all the
work that they should do. Now he sits at his table with
his PC and starts working. The first jobs are pretty hard,
but after he has finished some work, it gets easier and
easier. Now he is finished after 10 hours of working. The
only thing that he wants to do now is to drive home and
watch an exciting soccer match.
(84 words)

CEFR
Task 3: Version 1
Answer 1
This person is Magnus, a really hard working boy, but at
the moment he is really stressed out because his
colleague is ill. He haven't got much freetime for family
or firends. In school he think that this is the right job for
him but now he think that it’s every day the same work
and boring. He wants to do something special. Also he
wants to do something with people. So now he thinks
about searching for a new Job.
(81 words)

CEFR
Task 3: Version 1
Answer 3a
Magnus puts things on desk. He is bored and sad. His
boss is lazy not a nice man. He give Magnus all his
work. Today Magnus hates his work. He has so much to
do. He thinks of his girlfriend. He feels happier. He can
go home. He and his girlfriend will go to the cinema.
(56 words)

CEFR
Task 3: Version 1
Answer 3b
Magnus comes into his office and puts the folders on his
desk. He is bored and sad because his boss is lazy and
not a nice man. He has just given Magnus all his folders
to update. Today Magnus hates his work because he
has so much to do. But then he thinks of his girlfriend
and he feels happier. When he has done the work he
can go home. He and his girlfriend want to go to the
cinema and watch a good film.
(85 words)

CEFR
Task 3: Version 2
Watch the video* and wrote a story that includes these
three points
• how Elliott is feeling
• the reason for the situation
• what will happen next
Write at least 80 words.
*The video has NO sound.

